STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES DRAFT
September 24, 2019
Clark College and WebEx
Meeting Participants
Voting Members

Non-Voting Members

Guests & Staff

☒ Reagan Bellamy, Wenatchee

☒ Christy Campbell, SBCTC

☒ Kurt Buttleman, Seattle

☒ Paul Giebel, Moran Technology
Consulting

☐ Dani Bundy, ctcLink Organizational
Change Management & Training
Manager

☒ Shanda Haluapo, Clark
☒ Choi Halladay, Pierce
☒ Lisa Hjaltalin, CCs of Spokane
☒ Tim Wrye, Highline
☒ Grant Rodeheaver, SBCTC

☒ Whitney Dickinson, OCIO
Representative
☒ Ligia Cicos, Edmonds PM
☒ Clay Krauss, Tacoma PM

☒ Reuth Kim, ctcLink PM for Risks/Issues
☒ Janelle Runyon, ctcLink Project
Communications Manager
☒ Ana Ybarra, SBCTC Interim Associate
Director for Campus Solutions
☒ Susan Maxwell, Clark College ctcLink
Project Director/Planning &
Effectiveness

☒ John Boesenberg, SBCTC
☒ Carli Schiffner, SBCTC

Welcome
Christy Campbell welcomed the committee and reviewed the agenda, noting that this was a very
important meeting to decide a key milestone.

Approval of Minutes
Sept. 10, 2019 minutes were reviewed and approved as submitted.

ctcLink Methodology and QA Process
Reuth Kim reviewed the five phase milestones and quality gates (Initiation, Structure, Construct,
Transition, Deploy) and lessons learned thus far.
We learned a lot with DG2 and DG3 about moving through Gate 1, so we have improved our
processes, structure, and templates for DG4. Gate 1 is solid, but for Gates 2 through 5, we need to
refine the sign-off process and how colleges and deployment groups move ahead.
Christy said that for DG3 and future deployment groups, we need to know if a college is not
progressing long before we get to the next gate and that we are working toward a consistent
framework for colleges and SBCTC to measure progress to go live and readiness.

Additional Readiness Factors
Christy gave an overview of key factors that are critical to go-live, including Accessibility Testing and
Load Performance Testing.

Accessibility Testing
Contract with the accessibility testing vendor, Level Access, included two phases. Phase 1 is nearly
complete, except for HighPoint Mobile & Message Center due to updates to the product that were
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underway and challenges getting a testing environment. Phase 2 scope includes Online Admissions
Application, OSECE and CampusCE. Have asked Clark College to help us get a dev environment to
test CampusCE, because we want to know if there are accessibility issues.
Scripts that were tested

•

PeopleSoft Employee Self-Service – HCM
o

•

PeopleSoft Employee Self-Service – FIN
o

•

NavBar Navigator, Create Travel Authorization, Create Cash Advance Confirm, View Cash
Advance, Expense Report History, Location Look-Up, Expense Report Entry

PeopleSoft Student Self-Service – CS
o

•

Sign-in, Student Homepage, My Preferences, Course History, Additional Resources, View
My Exam Schedule, Tasks - To Do List, Academic Progress - Requirement Details,
Paycheck Modeler, Add Earnings, Request Absence, Request Absence (Partial Day),
Employee SS Homepage, Fluid Timesheet (Week 1 of 3), Fluid Timesheet (Week 3 of 3)

Sign-in, Student Homepage, My Preferences, Course History, Additional Resources, View
My Exam Schedule, Tasks - To Do List, Academic Progress - Requirement Details, Sign-in,
Student Homepage, My Preferences, Course History, Additional Resources, View My
Exam Schedule, Tasks - To Do List, Academic Progress - Requirement Details

HighPoint Mobile & Message Center (Not Completed)

Phase 2 will include

•

Online Admissions Application - PeopleSoft CS bolt-on product

•

OSECE - PeopleSoft CS Continuing Education registration management bolt-on

•

CampusCE

Accessibility findings severity levels

•

Severity measures how large an impact on the user experience a violation of the best
practice will have.

•

Ranked on a scale of 1 to 10 based on user experience analysis; this ranking represents the
impact that a violation of the best practice would have on users.

•

Severity Values: 1-3 low, 4-7 medium, 8-10 high
o

A violation of a best practice with a severity of 1 would have virtually no impact.

o

A severity of 10 represents an insurmountable obstacle in the user experience.

Highest ranked priority items

See slide #13 for details
•

39 in Student Self-Service (CS)

•

37 in Employee Self Service (HCM)

•

13 in Employee Self-Service (FIN)

Accessibility testing next steps

•

Clark College is helping to prioritize findings for ctcLink.
o

Clark hired someone to create documentation for how to navigate PeopleSoft with
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assistive technology and he will create specific aids for student center and employee
timesheet. They’ve asked their vendor to point out what is the most important.
•

Project Team has logged three Severity #2 Service Requests with Oracle

•

Working with Oracle representative to set up discussions with Oracle
o

•

Oracle pillar product leads will walk through the findings to determine when on their
product road map will Oracle resolve the findings in PeopleSoft in each pillar. If it’s
not scheduled to be fixed in Oracle’s upcoming releases, this means we will have to
fix it ourselves. If the fix is coming within the next week, month or quarter, we would
adopt the new functionality in the future image updates.

ctcLink Project and Support have begun working on the PeopleSoft log-in and Self-Service
priority fixes.
o

The PeopleSoft-delivered screen-reader mode will be enabled so users can do it
themselves without going through HR or disability services office. There is also
discussion about colors and contrast. Christy said a number of people have shared
the information about the Los Angeles community college system accessibility lawsuit
involving PeopleSoft. The LA system did not use the PeopleSoft-delivered screenreader mode for logging in, so those using screen-readers had no way to enable them
nor did they have a workaround process.

o

Susan asked if the “screen reader mode” button could be at the top of login screen
instead of at bottom. Users only see it after they hit “submit.” Christy said can check
with Oracle, because it’s an Oracle-delivered page.

•

Complete Phase 1 – Mobile/Message Center Testing

•

Begin Phase 2 Accessibility Testing

Load Performance Testing
Christy said that as more and more colleges join ctcLink, there are concerns that it can handle the
load. There were stability issues with Amazon Web Services (AWS), loading issues. This testing is to
determine that AWS is where it needs to be and to ensure it’s all working together.
•

Perform load testing on the technical components of ctcLink (App, Web, database and
network) and ensure that application works as expected under heavy loads

•

Identify areas where performance is poor and at what conditions

•

Identify the core business processes including “Fluid” and the performance test scripts for
the applications to be tested

•

Determine application limitations under maximum number of active users performing
common transactions and provide recommendations to improve service and delivery

Lisa Hjaltalin, CCs of Spokane, asked if the fund balancing and second journal set CEMLIs had been
load-tested, as those process large amounts of transactions. Christy will confirm with Emmett.
ctcLink Load Testing Approach

•

Test frequently used transactions with significant impact to performance of the system

•

Test system with 30% of the current production population

•

Execute test scripts on current production-like build and on “projected” like build after
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recommendations are implemented
•

Executed scripts on six (6) different machines parallel with each processing 3,516 users

•

Utilized test cases from multiple user types like Student, Faculty, Staff, Employee and
Manager

•

Followed an incremental/iterative approach to identify the break points for pre-defined loads

Christy reviewed the summary of results of load testing for the “Search for Open Classes”
transaction. (See slide #17 of presentation deck.) 28% of students were able to complete the
transaction; 72% were dropped out at various stages. This was really poor performance. Reasons
were: web server not available or responding, Gateway timeout, or bad Gateway.
After the parameters were changed, 99.99% of students were able to complete the transaction and
only 0.01% of students were dropped out of completing the transaction.
Current load configuration supports DG2 and DG3. The vendor will do another round of load
performance testing when we are further along with DG4 and DG5. Eventually, we will load test DG2,
DG3, DG4, DG5 and DG6. Christy expects they will suggest an increase in load configuration.
AWS monitors for this kind of erroring-out as a matter of course. SBCTC is not set up to use the AWS
auto-scaling feature during heavy load periods, but Grant said that if we manage and predict heavy
load schedules (e.g. student enrollment periods, payroll, tax season, financial aid, year-end, etc.) we
can plan for these periods.
Christy reviewed the findings for CS Student, CS Faculty, FIN and HCM transactions (slides 18-20).
Vendor recommendations for load management

Some of these have already been implemented
•

It is assumed the recommended configuration is maintained 24/7 to meet the anticipated
load.

•

Load balancer server was not distributing the load among multiple servers equally. Burgundy
has addressed this issue.

•

Burgundy reported the Auto-scaling feature is not enabled on AWS; therefore, we performed
an incremental/iterative approach for load-testing.

•

If SBCTC thinks the overall cost to maintain the recommended configuration is too high, data
analysis can be conducted after six months to one year to identify the total load on the
system and the configuration modified accordingly.

Choi asked if students are using self-service tools more than with the old HP. Lisa Hjaltalin said their
students are way more engaged in the self-service and mobile app environment than they ever were
in Legacy.

DG2 Go/No-Go Decision
Background
Christy reviewed background work to get to today and highlighted the Go-Live activities.
•
•
•

August 2019: College readiness spreadsheet developed by ctcLink PMO team
Mid-August to early Sept. 2019: Reviewed by: ctcLink Team; DG2 (PMs, Exec Sponsors,
college project team, SMEs; Quality Assurance (Moran & OCIO)
Sept. 9, 2019: Feedback incorporated and spreadsheet updated
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•
•
•

Sept. 10, 2019: ctcLink Steering Committee reviewed and approved
Sept. 18, 2019: DG2 PMs complete readiness spreadsheet, submit to Project Management
Office
Sept. 24, 2019: ctcLink Steering Committee review, discussion, approval

DG2 Upgrade Go-Live – Tacoma, Spokane
Readiness Review/Recommendation from Tacoma, Spokane, SBCTC Production Support, ctcLink Project and
Moran Technology Consulting

Christy gave an overview of the upgrade go-live dates: Oct. 11-14 is the Upgrade weekend for
Tacoma and Spokane. PeopleSoft will be offline beginning Friday afternoon at 5 p.m., Oct. 11, and
be in production on Monday morning, Oct. 14, at 8 a.m.
•

Tacoma Community College - Clay Krauss, Tacoma CC, said they feel like they are in a good
position to move forward. There are some “just-in-time” things, but their pillar leads and
Super SMEs feel very confident.

•

Community Colleges of Spokane - Lisa Hjaltalin, CCs of Spokane, said they put the time and
effort in to be ready, but expect there will be bumps in the road – as there have been for
other updates -- but that nothing rose to the level of requesting a No-Go.

•

SBCTC Support/Operations/Legacy – Meeting scheduled Oct. 1 to discuss transition. The
production support group represents the Campus Solutions, Finance and Human Capital
Management pillars, along with data services, security, training, testing, application services
and legacy teams. Overall, the production support group is in support of a Go decision for the
DG2 deployment both at the organizational and software perspectives. The largest concern is
the lack of knowledge transfer around new features/functions of Campus Solutions 9.2, fluid
navigation, configuration guides, and the go-live support model for post-upgrade and
conversion activities. The production support and project team leadership will be meeting on
October 1, 2019 to address the needs and develop a plan moving forward. Other concerns
are addressed in the DG2 Readiness Criteria workbook under the SBCTC support checklist
worksheet.

Readiness assessment dashboards

Christy said it has not been all smooth sailing. There have been issues and we are still working on
them. Security (access roles and permissions) has been a pain point, as well as just-in-time training,
and some late user acceptance testing. Tim Wrye asked Lisa about the reds on Spokane’s readiness
dashboard. Security mapping: She said they had to put it at red, because it’s not ready. It doesn’t
keep them from going live, because locally they can change configuration, so there is a mitigation.
Testing: We had several processes that failed. Know they are still working on them, but felt needed
to be represented as red, because not enough end-to-end testing of these processes. While parts
might be working, we haven’t been able to go back and check from beginning to end.
Additional concerns

Although Spokane and Tacoma CC have indicated a Go recommendation, Christy made the Steering
Committee aware that concerns remain (see slides 30-32). Tacoma’s slide did not make it into the
deck.
For Spokane, this includes: ability to close books, book-to-bank cash reconciliation, $18 million cash
variance, security role redesign signoff, security production roles tested, security mapping matrix
completed, security mapping workbooks, audit logs, segregation of duties, cross-college data access
security across all pillars, query tree security redesign, accurate leave accruals for part-time and
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adjunct faculty, accurate reporting for Department of Retirement Services (DRS), Faculty Workload
(FWL) Package 2 enhancements, dean approval process, FWL approval process with multiple
supervisors in one department, student billing, student statements, third-party billing.
Spokane – Regarding the ability to close year-end, Lisa said she just worked with staff today and
they got the final journal entered. At this point, the only thing left is to run closing rules, so this has
continued to moved forward! Thanked the SBCTC for their additional help with this, otherwise
wouldn’t be where they are today. Some other issues are quite serious and they are working with
SBCTC on those. Christy said team does have solution for book-to bank. Building functional design,
but need college input to make sure it meets colleges’ needs. Christy said it is going to take some
time, but will not be overnight.
Tacoma CC – Continuing Education, Budget Planning Tool, and OAA solution were top concerns for
TCC. Clay said other than things in progress in terms of this update are to finish communications and
continue to train users.
Quality Assurance Perspective – Paul Giebel, Moran Technology Consulting, said that as he looked
through documentation, two things jumped out: the amount of red on Spokane’s
checklist/remediation and concerns about readiness of ERP Support Team based on college
comments. Overall, he is heartened by comments from Lisa and others that they understand it will
be bumpy, but don’t see anything to keep them from going live. And the way everyone worked
together through Chart of Accounts issues. Recommends a “Go,” with understanding it won’t be
smooth sailing and we need to work together.
ACTION: Shanda Haluapo moved to vote “Go” for Spokane and Tacoma’s upgrade for Oct.
11-14, 2019. Affirmative “yes” vote was unanimous for Tacoma Community College and
Community Colleges of Spokane to upgrade from PeopleSoft 9.0 to 9.2. None opposed. No
abstentions.

DG2 Conversion/Deployment Go-Live – Clark, SBCTC Agency
Readiness Review/Recommendation from Clark, SBCTC Agency, SBCTC Production Support, ctcLink Project
and Moran Technology Consulting

Christy gave an overview of the upgrade go-live dates: Oct. 25-28 is the Deployment weekend for
Clark College and SBCTC. Legacy programs will be offline for the conversion of data beginning Friday
afternoon at 5 p.m., Oct. 25, and be in production on Monday morning, Oct. 28, 2019 at 8 a.m.
•

Clark College – Shanda Haluapo said their major reservation is accessibility, but thinks the
have a plan to help mitigate that.

•

SBCTC – John Boesenberg said they pulled together leads and unanimous, cautious, go live.
They appreciate work from project team

•

SBCTC Production Support Team (IT/APP Services, Data, Security, ERP Support)–
Recommending a “go” for support/operations.

Readiness dashboards

Susan Maxwell said Security (roles/permissions) were left red because of concerns. Put specific
dates on the Security roles. It’s an orange, can easily go to yellow. It’s a major focus, though.
Susan asked what the plan is, because Security is red and orange and we’re down to 33 days.
Christy said one of largest issues they discovered is that they defined roles we aren’t using (e.g.
modules we aren’t using and settings for other countries). That was good news. Important to stay on
this, daily check points. Need to ensure people have right roles with correct level of access. Need to
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work together to make sure it’s in place.
Getting Security for DG2 is critical. Right on heels is DG3. Can’t start Security Mapping for DG3 until
DG2 done. So DG3 reliant on that too.
Susan asked what Tara will be pulled away from while working on Security? Christy said she has
been pulled off of most other tasks.
Clark conditions

The committee reviewed Clark College’s conditions for go-live, including Security, Accessibility Plan,
and the Tuition Calculation model.
Shanda asked Carli Schiffner about when SBCTC will have an SBCTC accessibility plan adopted that
outlines timelines and reporting expectations for Oracle and SBCTC to correct accessibility issues
and to come into compliance to State Policy 188 overall. Carli said she briefed the deputies; a
workgroup has been formed and they should have it by January 2020.
Shanda said ctcLink is only one part of accessibility statewide and that disability services folks have
been asking about this for more than a year. Carli said SBCTC has had some internal issues that
have caused delay. Carli said she will work on getting information regarding what adoption/approval
looks like.
Shanda clarified they need an official written statement from SBCTC that there is a commitment and
a plan, so they have something tangible. Carli appreciated the candor and will work on it right away.
Quality Assurance Perspective – Paul Giebel, Moran Technology Consulting, said Clark has long list of
reasonable and well-thought-out concerns. Clark has a good approach to working with project team
to get things resolved. Thinks they will be resolved, so expects a “go.” It’s a “go” from Moran’s
perspective, assuming we get through Clark’s list of conditions/concerns and meet their timelines.
ACTION: John Boesenberg moved to vote “Go” for Clark College and the SBCTC agency to go
live during the weekend of Oct 25-28, 2019.
Choi asked to clarify Clark’s statement in their sign-off form (slide 36) regarding requesting
additional funding from SBCTC to address the limitations in accessibility. The committee
discussed that this “go-live” decision cannot include the “will require additional funding” and
requested the meeting minutes reflect that such a request will need to be negotiated
separately.
Affirmative “yes” vote was unanimous. None opposed. No abstentions.

ctcLink Program Status
While there was not time to run through the entire status update, Christy reported the PMO team is
very close to a re-baselined DG3 plan. They will walk through it with college PMs tomorrow (Sept. 25),
so they can begin planning for User Acceptance Testing in November 2019 and end-user training in
January and February 2020 to be on track for the March 9, 2020 go-live date.
Will allow us to copy and update the plan for DG4, and then DG5. That will get us to an
understanding of the events, so we can begin to work on go-live dates for DG5 and DG6.

Remediation: Replacement Solutions Update
Not discussed due to time constraints.
•

Security Mapping
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•

Accessibility Testing Update

•

Campus CE Negotiations

•

OAA Next Steps

•

Budget Planning Tool

ctcLink OCM and Communications
Not discussed due to time constraints.
•

OCM Roadshows DG4, DG5, DG6

•

ctcLink Executive Committee – Oct. 3-4, 2019

•

ITC – Oct. 10, 2019

•

WSSSC – Oct. 11, 2019

•

Legislative Briefing – Oct. 16, 2019

Action Items Review and Agenda Items for Future Meetings
•

Christy to follow up with technical team and/or Oracle to see if it is possible to move up
“screen reader mode” option button at log-in pages (request from Susan Maxwell, Clark
College).

•

Christy to confirm with Emmett Folk whether the fund balancing and second journal set
CEMLIs had been load-tested, as those process large amounts of transactions (request from
Lisa Hjaltalin, CCs of Spokane).

•

Christy to provide status of mitigation plan for book-to-bank cash reconciliation (request from
Lisa Hjaltalin, CCs of Spokane).

•

Carli Schiffner to provide timeline for adoption of SBCTC Accessibility Policy to Clark College
and Steering Committee.

Meeting Closure
The next meeting is scheduled for Oct. 8, 2019, 1 to 2:30 p.m. at SBCTC and WebEx

Action Items/Follow-Up
Item

Description

Person

Date Open Status

13

Revise the Budget Tool
spreadsheet and delete the
“vendor comments” column.

Sherry

9/10/2019 Done 9/11/2019 - Sherry
revised, uploaded at
Steering Committee
minutes page

12

Follow up with Emmett regarding
CoA automation tool.

Christy

9/10/2019

11

Prepare for October cELC
orientation

Christy,
Janelle, Choi

8/13/2019

10

Ask Emmett Folk and John
Boesenberg for a CoA update

Janelle

8/13/2019 Reached out 8/20 and
got some initial feedback
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Item

Description

Person

Date Open Status

9

Check in with Pat Cisneros about
DG5 ES group and Teresa Rich
about DG6 ES group.

Christy

8/13/2019

8

Communicate with DG2 colleges
about timing of DG3 go-live dates,
because of impact of taking
PeopleSoft offline systemwide.

Christy

8/13/2019
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Agenda items not covered 6/18
due to time constraints:

Christy/Choi

6/18/2019

•

cELC Update

• Complete, cELC on
8/13/2019 agenda

•

ctcLink Project Scope
discussion

• Complete, discussed
7/30

6

Meeting at Pierce College to
discuss Online Admissions
Application (OAA) status

Choi

6/4/2019

Complete

5

Send out a recruitment email to
BAC for budget tool subgroup
member

Choi

4/9/19

Complete

4

Working Session for college reps
for CampusCE

Reuth

4/23/19

Shared proposed changes
during 5/21/19 meeting.

3

CCS to provide an updated list of
remediation items

Lisa

2

Subgroup for SC
Charter/Membership

Janelle

4/9/19

Meeting scheduled and
held 5/15/19

1

OCIO Requested milestones and
readiness tracking for Chart of
Accounts for FLCs

Christy

2/11/19

Christy sent Whitney
information on 2/19/19;
Status Reports will include
Chart of Accounts info
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Status?

